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Framing Sustainable
Development
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with world average bioproductivity. In 2003, the global per capita
Footprint was 2.2 gha, and the per capita Footprint of nations
with available data ranged from 0.5 gha/cap in Bangladesh to
11.9 gha/cap in the United Arab Emirates. In 2003, globally
available biocapacity was 1.8 gha/cap. This represents a
significant decrease from 3.4 gha/cap of available biocapacity
Minimum criteria for
‘sustainable development':
in 1961. This decline has been largely driven by population
HDI ! 0.8, Footprint to
growth, which leaves less bioproductive area available per
biocapacity ratio " 1.0
person as world population grows.
Comparing Footprint to biocapacity can provide a useful
indicator of ecological sustainability. We calculate the ratio of
national per capita Ecological Footprint to globally available
per capita biocapacity. This measures the minimum number
Fig. 1 – National Trends in Sustainable Development, 1975–2003.
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biocapacity). Points indicate values for 2003, and
consumption and decreases with growth in resource efficiengrey trailing lines show trends from 1975 to 2003. The
cy and total available biocapacity (Ehrlich and Holdren, 1971).
shaded box represents a domain where both points meet our
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“Killer Fog”, 1952

“Impression of Killer fog” by Jacqueline Morreau + Chart
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London, 1952
Saturday, December 6

Mariposa Grove
1864

This is the second day with the
worst of smog. I heard that people
have died in the hundreds today.
Ambulances have stopped
running. People, gasping, are
walking the streets trying to get to
hospitals. You can’t get away not even indoors. All the theaters
and cinemas have closed. People
couldn’t see the stage anymore...
I hope it ends.
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Minamata 1956
Monday, October 24
The researchers that came in
August have found 40 patients.
More than one third of the
patients have died. We all stay
away from the sick. Cats have
been going mad and dying for
several years. It is a mystery. I
have heard of birds falling from
the sky.
Now this disease... as we don’t
already have problems with poor
fish catches.

Apollo 8
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Minamata, Japan
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Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath,
1971

Chisso + Pollution and Dead Fish + Sick People
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December 24, 1968

Nature progress towards a relatively
stable climax state. Successional stages
are evident.
Human are a destructive force reducing
nature from it’s natural progression.

That was a brief history...
what is lacking?

Ecology can help reorganise society and
suppress destructive individualism. The
“wholeness” is the priority.

Frederic Clements,
1874 - 1945
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Preservation Conservation

“The closed economy of
the future might
similarly be called the
"spaceman" economy, in
which the earth has
become a single
spaceship, without
unlimited reservoirs of
anything, either for
extraction or for
pollution ...”
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The most influencial naturalist,
botanist of his time.

Resources

Pollution

A Sustainable Development

A GLOBAL MOVEMENT
1972: Green Parties
2007:
Live Earth

1972: Earth Day 1980: Referendum on Nuclear power
1971: FoE
1884: Mariposa Grove

1954: Economic growth

1987: “Ozone Hole” Protocol

1972: UNCHE

2009: Elinor
Ostrom - Nobel
Awarded

1985: “Acid Rain Protocol”

1966: Acid rain

1904: Hugo travels

1966: “Spaceship Earth”

1909: Ten National Parks,
Sweden
1864: “Man and Nature”

1946: IUCN

1866: “General Morphology”
1945: WWII
1945: A-bomb

1962: “Silent Spring”
1956: Minamata

1952: Killer Fog
1952: H-bomb

1987: “Our Common Future”

1980: “World Conservation Strategy” 1997: Dolly
1978: TMI

1992: Cod

1973-74: The Oil Crisis
1967: SNV
1967: Torrey Canyon
1986: Chernobyl

1962/63: SNN 1972: Anchoveta 1984: Bhopal

1949: “A Sand County Almanac”

1968: Apollo 8

2006: “An
Inconvenient
Truth”

2001: HUGO

1994: BSE

1992: UNCED

2009: COP15

2011:
2005: Fukushima
“Millennium
Ecosystem
Assessment”

1998: SFS 1998:808

1988: IPPC

2012: Rio+20

1968: “Tragedy of the Commons”
1968: “The Population Explosion”

2011: IPBES

1974: Ozone, article

“The Economics of the
Coming Spaceship Earth”
Kenneth Boulding, 1966

Events (red)
Ideas (black)
Manifestations (blue)

Reserves Harvest Management
Pest Controll
Ecosystem
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1972: Limits to Growth

1986: Live Aid

1972: Catastrophe Theory

Feedbacks

Resilience

Ecosystem Management
Adaptive Governance

“The world is finite, resources are scarce,
Things are bad and will get worse…
The evolutionary plan
Went astray by evolving man.
Man’s potential is quite terrific,
You can’t go back to the neolitic…
Man’s a nuisance, Man’s a crackpot,
But only man can hit the jackpot.”
Kenneth Boulding
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If nature change continiously - there is no
absolute norm to separate disturbed
nature from undisturbed.
The doomsday is overstated and
organisism and the idea of wholeness are
neighbours with totalitarianism.
We must look towards the future - and
meet the demand of a future with
humans.

James Malin,
1893-1979
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What is new - what is
the sustainability
challenge?

A highly prolific historian, a
myth-buster.
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the sparseness of meteorological stations in many of the grabbed
countries; and (iii) the lack of adequate information on water
used for irrigation in the grabbed land.
Land gabbing data are inherently inaccurate and incomplete
because of the rapid pace of the phenomenon, its lack of transparency, and the absence of a standard criterion to classify and report these acquisitions. However, most of the contracts underlying
the land acquisitions listed in Table S1 have been veriﬁed, and,
whenever possible, data from multiple sources were cross-checked.
Moreover, data from as many meteorological stations as possible (in total 185 meteorological stations) were considered to calculate
the spatially weighted averages used in each grabbed region.
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66 countries are
not self-sufficient




Rulli et al.
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Strong sustainability

natural capital can be
components are critical to
extensively substituted for
life support and cannot be
by other capital (UMAN !CTIONS
substituted



Fig. 1. A global map of the land-grabbing network: land-grabbed countries (green disks) are connected to their grabbers (red triangles) by a network link.
Based on data in Table S1 but considering only 24 major grabbed countries (as in Table 1). Relations between grabbing (red triangles) and grabbed (green
circles) countries are shown (green lines) only when they are associated with a land grabbing exceeding 100,000 ha.




From Rulli et al. 2012 PNAS




land grabbing

“… a strategy based on maintenance of a set of
opportunities carried across intergenerational
timescales”

0EOPLE BILLION

our study we have assumed that the grabbed water may range between a minimum value corresponding to crop water use in rain-fed
agriculture (or “green water”), and a maximum value corresponding
to the case of irrigated agriculture in conditions that optimize crop
yield by preventing the emergence of crop water stress (i.e., green +
bluemax water) (Table 3). We also considered an average “blue
water” consumption (blueavg) (Table 3) based on the assumption
that the fraction of grabbed land that is irrigated is the same as the
country-speciﬁc fraction of agricultural land that is equipped for
irrigation (Methods). No irrigation was assumed for pastureland.
The green and blue water consumption of agricultural production varies considerably across geographic areas and among crops,
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Source: Chapin, F.S, III, G.P. Kofinas, C. Folke (eds.), 2009, Principles of Ecosystem
Stewardship: Resilience-Based Natural Resource Management in a Changing World.
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Weak sustainability

Strong sustainability

natural capital can be
extensively substituted for
by other capital

components are critical to
life support and cannot be
substituted
One way to understand sustainability is through

Ecosystem Services

=

=
habitat bank
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Strong sustainability
components are critical to life support
and cannot be substituted

Weak sustainability

Strong sustainability

natural capital can be
extensively substituted for
by other capital

components are critical to
life support and cannot be
substituted
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Joseph Priestley
1733 – 1804
Source: Gorham, E. 1991. Biogeochemistry

“...highly probable, that the
injury which is continually
done to the atmosphere by
the respiration of such a
number of animals, and the
putrefaction of such masses
of both vegetable and animal
matter, is, in part at least,
repaired by the vegetable
creation”
Source: Gorham, E. 1991. Biogeochemistry
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Joseph Priestley
1733 – 1804

“… it seems to be extremely
probable that the putrid
effluvium [i.e., whatever it is
that extinguishes candles and
mice] is in some measure
extracted from the air, by
means of the leaves of
plants, and therefore that
they render the remainder
more fit for respiration"
Source: Gorham, E. 1991. Biogeochemistry
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Joseph Priestley
1733 – 1804
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Joseph Priestley
1733 – 1804

Ecosystem services

Ecosystem

Society
human wellbeing

“…the direct and indirect contribution
from ecosystems to human-wellbeing”.
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CO2

O2
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profit
shrimp
farming

profit
mangrove

profit
shrimp
farming

Source: Hanley & Barbier 2009.

Source: Hanley & Barbier 2009.
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Conservation
landscape
2

Regulating
Ecosystem
Services
Degraded
landscape

Intensive
agricultural
landscape

3

1

Provisioning Ecosystem Services

Källa: Elmqvist T., Tuvendal M., Krishnaswamy J., and Hylander K (2009)
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profit
mangrove

Photo: Fanny Schertzer
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A second way to approach sustainability is

Resilience thinking
output

time
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We take so much
for granted…

Resiliens
one bee
&
50 000
Blueberry flowers

"… the capacity of a system to absorb
disturbance and reorganize while undergoing
change and still retain essentially the same
function, structure, identity, and feedbacks"

Source: www.esa.org
Photo: By Arnstein Rønning via
Wikimedia Commons

Folke, Carpenter, & Walker, 2010
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aikido |ˌīkēˈdō; īˈkēdō|
noun
a Japanese form of self-defense and martial art that uses locks, holds,
throws, and the opponent's own movements.
ORIGIN 1950s: from Japanese aikid!, literally ‘way of adapting
the spirit,’ from ai ‘together, unify’ + ki ‘spirit’ + d! ‘way.’

Resiliens som
systems “hälsa”
1) Förlust av
funktionell redundans
- ett försäkringsvärde
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Missed somewhat to
give axamples to
mechnisms on feedback
in the t wo states.

system state

Turbidity

System failure

“a failure of systems to provide services
or goods upon demand.”

driver
Nutrients

non-linear behaviour Tipping points
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From Clear Water to Turbid
water in Shallow Lakes.
(Scheffer et al, Science 2001)
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P2: Manage
connectivity

P3: Manage slow
variables and
feedbacks

P1: Maintain
diversity and
redundancy

Conclusions…?

P7: Promote
polycentric governance
systems

7 principles for
enhancing Resilience of
Ecosystem Services

P6: Broaden
participation

P4: Foster an
understanding of CAS

P5: Encourage
learning and
experimentation

Source: Biggs, R, et al. (2012). Toward Principles for Enhancing the Resilience of
Ecosystem Services. Annual Review Of Environment And Resources
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2) Förlust av
konnektivitet.

Approaching sustainability requires

multi - inter - trans

Rumslig resiliens
- återhämtning från
störning beroende av
“stödområde”
Source: From Lundberg & Moberg 2003
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Pasona building
Tokyo

Source: Cheonggyecheon
Restoration Project, Seoul.
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জ ሕ  জ জ জ ᥈ʢᔀᡷዹၤᔀႿ ऊ ᧕ᑕᔽᢃ ᔀᡷ ᑕ᧥ ୩ᔀዹࣼʢᔽႿ੫ શᑕᡷࣼʢᑕ ऊᑕᡱᔽᡷᑕ ᑕႿʛ ̀ࣼቝᑕႿ ۼᔀ᥋ାᔀᔽႿ੫᧥ ᧧ႿႿᆍᑕᡷᔽᆍႿ ᑕႿʛ ᧧ቝᡱᑕዹᡷ ᔽႿ ऊၤᔽႿᑕ জ

ᤃᎮँ
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Pasona building
Tokyo

Þᔠࣩʗᓣ ϓই ࣷ၊ᔠႥᐹࣂ Ⴅᓣँ ᡥᡙᓣቂ ᅳஏ ጛዞᅳᡥᡙᓣቂ ÞࣩႥዞᡙᔠᅳႥ ࣷᅳႥᓣʗצᐹᡙᔠᅳႥ ዛʗᓣᐹ  ጛÞࣷዛɤ ॹ ዛ ʐᓣᤀᔠႥᓣᐹᡙᓣʐ ᤇᡥ ᡙ၊ᓣ ᤹ᔠႥᔠᡙʗᡥ ᅳஏ ጛႥצᔠʗᅳႥቂᓣႥᡙᐹᤀ

Gretchen C. Daily et al. Securing Natural Capital and Human Well-Being: Innovation
and Impact in China. Acta Ecologica Sinica, 2013.
ᔠႥ ᡙ၊ᔠ ᡓᓣዞᔠᐹᤀ ᧇࣩᓣ ᔠ ᐹᔠቂᓣʐ ᐹᡙ ʐᓣצᓣᤀᅳᡓᔠႥ ᡙ၊ᓣ ዞᅳႥዞᓣᡓᡙࣩᐹᤀ ஏʗᐹቂᓣँᅳʗҧᕷ ᡙ၊ᓣ ʗᓣᓣᐹʗዞ၊ ᐹႥʐ ᡓᅳᤀᔠዞᡥ ᐹᡓᡓʗᅳᐹዞ၊ᓣᕷ ᐹႥʐ ᡙ၊ᓣ ᡓʗᐹዞᡙᔠዞᐹᤀ

ۗʗᅳᡙᓣዞᡙᔠᅳႥ ᐹႥʐ ᡙ၊ᓣ ࣷ၊ᔠႥᓣᓣ ዛዞᐹʐᓣቂᡥ ᅳஏ ዞᔠᓣႥዞᓣᕷ ጛÞࣷዛ ᡓᐹႥ ԣ᠐ ᅳஏ ࣷ၊ᔠႥᐹࣂ ᤀᐹႥʐ ᐹʗᓣᐹ ᐹႥʐ ԣጇ᠐ ᎒Ԕࣽɤ ᅳஏ ᔠᡙ ዞᅳࣩႥᡙᔠᓣॹ ௴၊ᓣ ँᅳʗҧ ʗᓣᡓᅳʗᡙᓣʐ
ᡙᅳᅳᤀ ஏᅳʗ

ᐹዞ၊ᔠᓣצᔠႥ ᡙ၊ᓣ ʐࣩᐹᤀ ᅳᐹᤀ ᅳஏ ጛÞࣷዛᧅ ᡙᅳ ᓣዞࣩʗᓣ ᤇᔠᅳʐᔠצᓣʗᔠᡙᡥ ᐹႥʐ ᓣዞᅳᡥᡙᓣቂ ᓣʗצᔠዞᓣ ᐹႥʐ ᡙᅳ ᐹᤀᤀᓣצᔠᐹᡙᓣ ᡓᅳצᓣʗᡙᡥॹ  Þᔠࣩʗᓣ ዞᅳࣩʗᡙᓣᡥ ᅳஏ ᅳࣩʗ
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ዞᅳᤀᤀᐹᤇᅳʗᐹᡙᅳʗ Ԯॹ ᧣ࣩᡥᐹႥᕷ ቴᓣᓣᐹʗዞ၊ ࣷᓣႥᡙᓣʗ ஏᅳʗ ጛዞᅳጛႥצᔠʗᅳႥቂᓣႥᡙᐹᤀ ዞᔠᓣႥዞᓣᕷ ࣷ၊ᔠႥᓣᓣ ዛዞᐹʐᓣቂᡥ ᅳஏ ዞᔠᓣႥዞᓣॹ ɤ

Source: http://konodesigns.com/
portfolio/Urban-Farm/
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“We end, I think, at what might be called
the standard paradox of the twentieth
century: our tools are better than we are,
and grow faster than we do. They suffice to
crack the atom, to command the tides. But,
they do not suffice for the oldest task in
human history:
- to live on a piece of land without
spoiling it.”
Aldo Leopold, 1938
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